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CONFIDENTIAL
SUMMARY: By 8 Jan 92, after some confusion and considerable discontent, the Peruvian army annual personnel assignment process was nearly complete for most officers. Twelve general officers still have no assignment and are unsure of their status.

TEXT: 1. At the end of the first week of 1992, the Peruvian army personnel assignments are nearing completion and officers are reporting to their new postings. The process has been confusing and drawn out and many have expressed their discontent with the manipulations that have occurred.

The assignment process began again with a series of long meetings by General Hermoza and his close staff members to decide on the new 1992 assignments. General Hermoza also completely reconsidered the list of officers to be invited to retire.

2. Due to this process, a few officers received two different assignments and other officers were replaced in their former positions but have not received a new assignment. This latter group of officers includes 12 general officers who are unsure whether they will even be given assignments or be invited to retire.

3. Positions in the army and some of the joint assignments that have been determined.
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ARMY HEADQUARTERS ASSIGNMENTS
COMMANDING GENERAL OF THE ARMY — GENERAL NICOLAS DE BARI (CHERMOZA) RIOS
SECRETARY TO THE CG — ARISTIDES (OBLITAS) ZARATE
CHIEF OF STAFF — LTG ALFONSO (ROBLEDODO) DEL AGUILA
INSPECTOR — LTG ROBERTO (SALDANA) VASQUEZ
DEPUTY CHIEF OF STAFF — MG CARLOS (CHAMOCHUMBI)
MUNDACA
DIRECTOR OF PERSONNEL — MG JUAN (PEIRANO) SANCHEZ
DIRECTOR OF INTELLIGENCE — MG JUAN (RIVERO) LAZO
DEPUTY DIRECT OF INTELLIGENCE — COL VICTOR R.
(SILVA) MENDOZA
DIRECTOR OF INSTRUCTION — MG ENRIQUE (TORRICO)
URRENAGA
DIRECTOR OF PLANS AND OPERATIONS — MG LUIS
(MAYAUTE) GHEZZI
DIRECTOR OF LOGISTICS — MG JUAN (LEON) VARILLAS
OFFICE OF ECONOMY — COL ENRIQUE (CAUSSO) CALDERON
OFFICE OF INFORMATION — MG FERNANDO (LIZARZABURU)
COTRE

—

ARMY LOGISTICS COMMAND
COMMANDING GENERAL — MG JOSE (LINARES) GALLEGOS
ORDNANCE SERVICE (MATERIAL DE GUERRA) — MG HUGO
(GONZALES) RIOS
FINANCE SERVICE (INTENDENCIA) — MG JAIME (URRELO)
CORREA
ENGINEERING SERVICE — MG TEDOMIRO (FARRO) MANRIQUE

—

ARMY PERSONNEL COMMAND
COMMANDING GENERAL — LTG JORGE (FERREYROS) SEGUIN
DEPUTY COMMANDER — MG JUAN (ROJAS) TORRES

—

FIRST MILITARY REGION
COMMANDING GENERAL — LTG VICTOR (PIZARRO) CASTANEDA
1ST INFANTRY DIVISION — MG JORGE (GUIMAC) BONIFAS
9TH ARMORED DIVISION — MG WALTER (LEDEZMA) REBAZA
8TH INFANTRY DIVISION — MG OSCAR (TRAMONTANA) MONGE
7TH INFANTRY DIVISION — MG JESUS (BURGOS) MONCADA
32ND INFANTRY DIVISION — MG ISMAEL (CORNEJO)
ALVARADO

—

SECOND MILITARY REGION
COMMANDING GENERAL — LTG LUIS (SALAZAR) MONROE
DEPUTY COMMANDER — MG PABLO (CARMONA) ACHA
CHIEF OF STAFF — MG MANUEL (OBANDO) SALAS
18TH ARMORED DIVISION — MG LUIS (ROJAS) NEYRA
SPECIAL FORCES DIVISION — MG LUIS (PEREZ) DOCOMET
ARMY AVIATION — MG LUIS (OGANES) CORCUERA
2ND INFANTRY DIVISION — MG RONALD (CRUEDA) BENAVIDES
31ST INFANTRY DIVISION — MG CARLOS (TORRES)
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THIRD MILITARY REGION
COMMANDING GENERAL - LTG RODOLFO (ROBLES) ESPINOZA
3RD ARMORED DIVISION - MG LUIS (DELUCCI) SILVA
6TH ARMORED DIVISION - MG FELIX (NEYRA) GARCIA
TACNA DETACHMENT - MG LUCIO (CHOCANO) OLIVERA

FOURTH MILITARY REGION
COMMANDING GENERAL - MG HOWARD (RODRIGUEZ) MALAGA

FIFTH MILITARY REGION
COMMANDING GENERAL - MG TOMAS (CASTILLO) MEZA
LEONCIO PRADO DETACHMENT - MG EDUARDO (BELLIDO) MORA

ACADEMIC CENTERS
DIRECTOR - MG JORGE (MIRANDA) GILLE
CHIEF OF STAFF - MG JOSE (GARCIA) GONZALES
INSPECTOR - MG JAIME (RIOS) ARAICO
ARMY SUPERIOR WAR SCHOOL - MG HUGO (MARTINEZ) ALOJA
MILITARY SCHOOL (EMCH) - MG SANTIAGO (GONZALES) ORREGO

OUTSIDE OF ARMY ASSIGNMENTS
PRESIDENT OF THE JOINT ARMED FORCES COMMAND - GENERAL
NICOLAS DE BARI (HERMOZA) RIOS
CHIEF OF THE SECRETARIAT FOR NATIONAL DEFENSE (SEDENA) - LTG LUIS (ALCANTARA)
CHIEF OF UNIFIED COMMAND FOR THE INTERNAL FRONT - LTG
JOSE (VALDIVIA) DUEÑAS
SECRETARIES AT MINISTER OF DEFENSE - MG JOSE
(CABREJOS) SAMANA, MG JOSE (PICON) ALCALDE, MG
LEWIS (WEISS) IKEDA, AND MG TOMAS (CAVERO)
VICENTELO
CHIEF, CASA MILITAR (PRESIDENTIAL PALACE) - MG
ALBERTO (RIOS) RUEDA
CHIEF, NATIONAL INTELLIGENCE SERVICE (SIN) - MG JULIO
(SALAZAR) MONROE
CHIEF OF INTELLIGENCE, MINISTRY OF INTERIOR - MG LUIS
(CHACON) TEJADA

(b)(1),(b)(3): 10 USC 424,1.4 (c)
SUMMARY: By 8 Jan 92, after some confusion and considerable discontent, the Peruvian Army annual personnel assignment process was nearly complete for most officers. Twelve general officers still have no assignment and are unsure of their status.

TEXT: 1. By the end of the first week of 1992 the Peruvian Army personnel assignments are nearing completion and officers are reporting to their new postings. The process has been confusing and drawn out and many have expressed their discontent with the manipulations that have occurred.

The assignment process began again with a series of long meetings by General Hermoza and his close staff members to decide on the new 1992 assignments. General Hermoza also completely reconsidered the list of officers to be invited to retire.

2. Due to this process a few officers received two different assignments and other officers were replaced in their former positions but have not received a new assignment. This latter group of officers includes 12 general officers who are unsure whether they will even be given assignments or be invited to retire.
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